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Abstract 
With the rapid development of high technology and production crafts, various trades and industries are faced with 
updating hardware, therefore, will continue to encounter new equipment training and maintenance. The paper put forward 
a technical solution by applying OID technology to improve equipment training and maintenance efficiency, and it is 
universal. 
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1. Introduction 
With the continuous improvement and rapid development of electronic technology, information technology, 
and a variety of production processes, making the instruments, machinery and equipment, military weapons , 
faced with the on going upgrading. This brought training and maintenance of the equipment new difficulties 
and challenges. Faced with this new situation, how to complete the training of new equipment more 
efficiently,and locate the equipment breakdown more conveniently,so that reduce the cost and enhance the 
competitiveness, it is a problem worthy of study. Based on the analysis, this paper put forward a technical 
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solution by applying OID technology to improve equipment training and maintenance efficiency, and it is 
universal.. 
2. OID Technical Overview 
OID is the abbreviation of the Optical Identification, it is a new type of optical identification technology. 
From 2003, it has developed perfect  relatively. OID technology can conver two-dimensional invisible code 
into the digital codes by using certain algorithms, then the digital signals  can drive the self-defined events, 
such as playing voice and video, lighting the indicator or driving the motor. The second generation OID code 
includes 65,535 kinds, it is so large capacity that the repeat coding will not be happened, and the code has a 
high degree of confidentiality, so the coding is almost impossible to copy.  A group of two-dimensional 
invisible code is actually composed by a group of the same size black spots. The location of these spots must 
located on the place that 300 vertical lines and horizontal lines in one inch. the minor spots are hided under 
the printed pattern. The trait of miniaturization make the identification very difficult, enhance the 
confidentiality, reduce the visual interference, and don’t affect the printed appearance, so the OID has been 
widely    used in printer industry. 
When print the OID code by using CMY three printing plates, the fourth printing-- K is replaced by the 
OID code. The C version use the normal cyan ink, the M version use the normal magenta ink, Y version use 
the normal yellow ink, while the fourth edition of the OID code use the carbon ink.In a certain light 
surrounding, because the black carbon can absorb the light, so when the CMOS sensor in the OID device 
system aim at the OID code, the CMOS cann’t sense the black carbon spots, and there will be some black 
spots in the CMOS camera. The black spots follow  certain arrangement, and it will be converted to digital 
code after prosessed by the image decoder. The microprocessor can call this code so as to drive the 
corresponding events.Of course, the OID code can adopt five printing, CMYK + the OID bottom code. K 
version need to use the mixed ink: cyan + magenta + yellow ensure that only the OID bottom code ink contain 
carbon. Though the mark printed by the mixed ink appears to be black, but if it is magnified 200 times, you 
will find the black spot is actually not a point, but composed of three spots which close to each other, they are 
cyan (C) spot,  magenta (M) spot and yellow (Y) spot. so the seeming point isn’t real black, and hence it can 
not absorb light. 
If the light is insufficient or the OID system read angle is too large, which is unfavorable for the CMOS 
sensor to identify the OID code, and the misreading phenomenon will take place. Of course, in order to ensure 
the OID system identify the OID code correctly, a certain requirements printer is necessary. Experiments 
show that the laser printer possess the resolution higher than 600 × 600 dpi can meet the requirements, but the 
efect depend on your experiment. By the OID technology, the invisible code hide in the print can be 
idendified by the image sensor and image decoder, Therefore the OID technology put up the novel and 
convenient bridge between print and digital systems. 
3. Research OID Technology 
The application of the OID technology can be divided into two categories roughly. The first category is the 
language class, for example the common application for audio books, language learning materials, tourist map 
and audio guide Etc.. The second category is the digital input device, normally used in digital set-top boxes, 
online shopping, POS, card game, security or karaoke. OID technology enables images to digital signal 
conversion, so it can also be combined with wireless network and expand its application. The paper puts 
forward the new applications of the technology based on the present development of the OID technology 
innovatively:   extends the present applications of the OID. Because the OID system has the traits: small, 
convenient to carry, confidentiality, low power consumption and easy to be used, it has been widely applied in 
the field of education, this paper is inspired the equipment to be used in training and maintenance area.  
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improved the application of the OID. At present, the main way of using OID technology is to take the sound 
and the OID code linked together, the paper put forward the way of  take the video with the OID code linked 
together. This way can enhance the efect and expand the application of OID technology. According to the 
above-mentioned, the paper put forward the entity design program of OID.  
3.1. Hardware design 
The hardware design of the OID training and maintenance system is shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figur 1. Hardware Frame 
MCU in this program select Sonix 8 bit microprocessor SN8F27E65, the image sensor module select Sonix 
SN9S102, image decoder module selected Sonix SN9P701, voice chip select Sonix SN9V712, video 
processor selected SonixSN9C212, Maybe the plug-in Nand flash memory is selected according to the 
specific needs.  
SN8P27 × × series microprocessor was made by Sonix in 2009, which uses Relegate Important Stuff to the 
Compiler (RISC) and CMOS technology, built-in high-speed pulse width modulation output (PWM), 12-bit A 
/ D conversion, 7-bit D / A conversion, high-speed synchronous serial input/output (SIO). Possess the traits: 
work fast (1T), high resistance of EFT / ESD Latch-up, low power consumption, the main technical 
characteristics shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. SN8P27E65’s trait 
CHIP ROM RAM Stack Timer I/O PWM ADC SIO UART MSP Operating 
Voltage 
Package
SN8F27E65 6k*16 512 8 8bit*4 
16bit*1 
27 3-CH 12-
CH 
V V V 1.8V-5.5V DIP32 
LQFP32
QFN32 
SDIP32
 
SN9S102 is Sonix CMOS camera module, which support Win98SE/ME/2000/XP systems. With the help of 
the driver software, it can quickly identify the OID code. Its main characteristics are shown in Table 2: 
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Table 2. SN9S102’s trait 
Part No. Reading Angel 
(Degree) 
A/D Resolution (Bit) Light Condition (Lux) Size (mm) 
SN9S102 0-40 8 10,000 14.8*29.0-30.8 
 
SN9P701 is Sonix images decoder chip, it receives the signal come from SN9S102, the signal is  converted 
from the  OID code which is identified by the SN9S102. Then the SN9P701 convert the signal to the 
corresponding digital code and send to the follow-up circuit. It’s main characteristics are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. SN9P701’s trait 
Part No. OSC Package LVD LDO Compatible Sensor Module Data Output Format 
SN9P701 Crystal/RC LQFO48 Built in Built in SN9S102 2Wire-InterfaceV2 
SN9V712 is Sonix voice processing chips, it’s main characteristics is shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. SN9V712’s trait 
Part No. ROM(Bit) RAM(Bit) Voice 
Quality(bps)
I/O(Pins) Audio 
Output
Storage USB 
SN9V712 63k*16 4k*16 1.5k-32k 27 11bit  
PWM 
Mask ROM/NOR/NAND Flash USB1.1 
 
SN9C212 is Sonix highly integrated video processing chip, the supported formats include AVI (320 * 240),  
ASF (320 * 240), AVI, RM / RMVB. It has been widely used in the video processing field. 
Hardware system works as follows: when the CMOS image sensor camera sense an OID code, it can 
conver the  pixel (OID code)  to the corresponding electricity signal, then process amplification, exposure 
control and automatic gain control, analog to digital conversion and so on, after that, the signal is sent to 
image decorder. The image decoder chips will convert it into the corresponding binary code. Now, the OID 
invisible code was converted to the corresponding digital signal. And then the sent to the digital signal was 
sent to the MCU. MCU read the corresponding voice file in the memory and play it by the speaker, or read the 
corresponding video files to display. 
3.2. Software Design 
There are two software In this design: OIDProducer and SN8Cstudio. 
SN8Cstudio is a Windows-based software development platform, it has powerful editor and manager, easy 
to be used. It is a high performance and completed development environment aimed at Sonix 8-bit MCU 
design. The development system includes the software and hardware tools for developping Sonix 8-bit MCU 
family chip.  The main part of which is SN8 C STUDIO, it provides a powerful project compiling and 
debugging functions. The second part is SN8 ICE - online emulator. The development software support for C 
and assembly language. The program in the MCU was completed by  using the C language and the API 
functions that the environment provided, it can play the required audio and video files, and it include USB 
download function. 
OIDProducer can edit the OID bottom code and sound files by the way of WYSIWYG quickly, and 
establish the link between the OID code and sound files, and generates encoded files and links files, the links 
files can be downloaded to memory through the USB interface, then the OID hardware can establish the 
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relations between the OID code and the corresponding sound file. The software can simultaneously edit 
multiple languages, support for real-time test, and suport for Sonix (The Sonix) and Sunplus (Sunplus) 
outputs. After Edit, it can output Sonix and Sunplus printing code which doesn’t be limited by OID 
recognition system and can output a variety of printed code format, such as transparent films, books and so on. 
4. Conclusion 
The OID technical build a bridge between print and digital systems, and digital technology develop rapidly, 
therefore, we should try our best to maximize the extention of the OID application. This paper presents the 
OID system hardware and software programs, it can play an active role in equipment training and 
maintenance field. In the training field, the learners can study the function of the device and the operation way 
of the panel buttons by themselves according to their own situation by using the OID system, and the system 
can play the corresponding sound or video to explain and demonstrate. In the maintenance field, the system 
can combine with the failure expert database, and guide the Maintenance personnel locate the fault in the  
equipment quickly and easily through the sound and video, so as to to improve efficiency. 
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